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Sv. Kliment Ohridski: His tombstone and its inscription (Summary) 
 

Sebastian Kempgen 
 
 
This is the summary of a full-length presentation on Sv. Kliment Ohridski’s tombstone and its 
inscription, given at the Round-Table Conference in honour of the saint at the University of 

Bitola on September 26, 2016.  
A full paper will be published separately; the presentation is attached to this summary. 

* 
Kliment, disciple of Cyril and Method, was buried in Ohrid in the place today 
known as “Plaošnik”. There he had built a church dedicated to Sv. Pantelejmon. 
Inside this church, he had prepared his own grave and on July 27, 916, he was 
buried there. The church, also called a monastery, was renovated at least twice 
during the XIIth and XIIIth centuries. Kliment became a saint one hundred years 
after his death during tsar Samuil’s reign and he acquired his epitheton 
‘Ohridski’ in the XIIIth century. Note that in the inscription on his tombstone, he 
is already called “Sveti” Kliment, and Kliment “Ohridski” so it cannot be an 
inscription that goes back to the Xth century. 
In connection with the Ottoman conquest of Ohrid, his relics were transferred to 
the church “Presveta Bogorodica Perivlepta”, which became Ohrid’s main 
church. It was built in 1295 and the side chapels were added in or after 1365. 
Because the tombstone resides in the (right) chapel, these dates are the ‘terminus 
post quem’ for the transfer – its exact date is not known. It seems possible and 
plausible that the tombstone once covered the original grave and was transferred 
along with the relics, and that the inscription was added after the transfer to 
identify the relics. A photograph of the remains of Kliment’s original church 
shows that a large plate must have once covered the grave. 
At the site of the church Sv. Pantelejmon a mosque was erected in the XVth 
century. After the removal of the remains of the mosque in the XXth century and 
after the reconstruction of the church Sv. Pantelejmon in 2001–2002, Sv. 
Kliment’s relics were transferred back to their original resting place – his grave 
had survived all architectural changes that had occurred in the millennium since 
the original burial. 
Today, it is not widely known that the tombstone once covering the grave of Sv. 
Kliment has remained in the church Sv. Bogorodica Perivlepta. It was not 
transferred back to the rebuilt church Sv. Kliment (Pantelejmon), where the 
original grave today is not covered by a tombstone but visibly displayed. In 
stark contrast to that, in the XIXth century, when Russian philologists and 
archaeologists began to travel through the Balkans in search of valuable 
manuscripts and first transcribed many of the antique and medieval inscriptions 
from the area, Sv. Kliment’s tombstone, along with a carved wooden statue 
showing him, were the primary attractions of the city.  
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The inscription on the tombstone is believed to have been carved into the stone 
in the XIIIth or XIVth century because of its paleographic traits and based on 
other criteria – see above. Strictly speaking, there are two inscriptions on the 
stone: one for Sv. Kliment, which is repeated again below the main inscription, 
and one for Proxor from the XVIth century. (In this summary, we will not 
discuss the second variant of the inscription for Sveti Kliment that has been 
added below the original at a later point in time – an interesting and unusual fact 
indeed but beyond the scope of the paper.) 
The inscription for Sv. Kliment was first published by Russian slavicist V.I. 
Grigorovič, who visited Macedonia in 1845 and published his findings in 1848 
(2nd ed. 1877), and independently from him by Archimandrite Antonin (Kapu-
stin), who travelled the Balkans in 1865. The latter included the first drawing of 
the inscription in his publication in 1886; it seems to have been completely 
neglected and forgotten. At the end of the century, a Russian archaeological 
expedition put its focus on Macedonian antiquities. This led to publications by 
P.N. Miljukov (1899) and N.P. Kondakov (1909), who published the first 
photograph of the inscription – nearly worthless from today’s standpoint. 
After its liberation from the Ottoman yoke, interest in regional antiquities also 
arose in Bulgaria. Based on some of the Russian material (Grigorovič but not 
Kapustin) and his own extensive research, the Bulgarian philologist Jordan 
Ivanov compiled and published his findings in 1908 (the second edition from 
1931 was reprinted in 1970).  
In 1909, Kondakov stated in his book that the inscription had been researched 
thoroughly and need not be commented upon further. Seemingly as a conse-
quence, there has not been any research on the tombstone and its inscription for 
more than a century. That is why even the existence of the tombstone is not 
mentioned in popular scientific media, there is no mention of it in the Wikipedia, 
the inscription does not have its own Wikipedia article in contrast to other 
inscriptions, there are no photographs on the web, it is not listed in tourist guides, 
there are no signs pointing to the tombstone in the church itself. In other words: 
the tombstone and its inscriptions do not exist in the digital domain although the 
church is part of all tourist walks around Ohrid, but todoay they visit it for its 
remarkable frescoes. 
It can be shown that the publications from a century ago all exhibit various 
mistakes and fail in faithfully representing the inscription: certain letters are 
either left out or added, are misread or not distinguished from similar ones, 
superscript letters are not shown in the correct place, accents and titla are 
misplaced or missing etc. Some of these deficiencies are acknowledged by the 
authors and attributed to typesetting difficulties. This summary confines itself to 
publish our own achievements: a new photograph, a new drawing, and a new 
transcription of the inscription but the presentation includes much more material. 
The new photograph (see Fig. 1) is, however, still not perfect. It was made on 
the spot after some superficial cleaning without proper illumination but it still 
allows a faithful rendering of the inscription and serves as a blueprint for a 
comparison with earlier publications in the presentation. The drawing (see Figs. 
2 and 3) was made by importing the photo into a vector-based drawing program 
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and tracing the carved-out letters. Its precision depends on the quality of the 
photo and thus may not yet be perfect in every respect especially so with regard 
to the ornamental sign preceding the text. For the new textual representation, see 
Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 1: A photo of the inscription (cleaned up) 

 

 
Fig. 2: Tracing the background 
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Fig. 3: Our drawing of the inscription 

 
 
 

⁜ въ лѣтꙻ ҂ꙅꙋк͠д мєсєц̅а їꙋⷧ ꙵа 
   прѣстаишє 
   с̅т̅ь климѣть  
  ѡ҆х̅ритьски   

 
Fig. 4: The text of the inscription (in Unicode) 
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Ohrid, Plaošnik, Sv. Pantelejmon
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Sv. Kliment
† 916

Sv. Pantelejmon,
Ohrid
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Sv. Kliment ➜ Sv. Perivlepta

1453?
1466?

Sv. Pantelejmon > Sultan Mehmed Džamia
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Sv. Pantelejmon

Perivlepta
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Mosque

Sv. Pantelejmon > Sultan Mehmet 
1453? 1466? (Sinan Çelebi)
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Sv. Pantelejmon / Sultan Mehmet
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Sv. Kliment ➜ Sv. Pantelejmon

2002

 Imaret Džami > Sv. Pantelejmon (rec.)
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1999-2002: 
Reconstruction
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2002 Sv. Kliment ➜ Sv. Pantelejmon
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Original church not preserved
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916

2002
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San Clemente di Ohrid e le sure rappresentazioni in arte. Roma 2016, p. 23
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Bogorodica 
Perivlepta

1295
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Bogorodica Perivlepta
1295
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1295

>1365 1365

Sv. Kliment ➜ Bogorodica Perivlepta 1453/66 (?)
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fresco inside:
Sv. Kliment
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Sv. Kliment’s tombstone
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Sv. Kliment’s tombstone
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Sv. Kliment’s tombstone
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Sv. Kliment’s tombstone
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Sv. Kliment’s tombstone and the Internet

• no pictures available
• no mention of the tombstone
• no text of the inscription
• no Wikipedia entry
• NOTHING
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Sv. Kliment’s tombstone and Tourism in 
Ohrid

• no pictures in guidebooks
• no mention of the tombstone on-site
• not presented to tourists
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Sv. Kliment’s tombstone and Tourism in 
Ohrid

• no pictures in guidebooks
• no mention of the tombstone on-site
• not presented to tourists

Let’s do something about this!
(Internet, Unicode text)
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A look at the literature: 
Travels through the Balkans

В.А. Мошин, Славянские рукописи в Македонии //
Труды Отдела древнерусской литературы, том 47, СПб 1993.
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В.А. Мошин, Славянские рукописи в Македонии, стр. 412

Григорович: 1845 г.
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В.А. Мошин, Славянские рукописи в Македонии, стр. 414

Антонин (Капустин): 1865 г.
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В.А. Мошин, Славянские рукописи в Македонии, стр. 416

русск. экспедиция 1898-99 гг. > Милюковъ 
1899
Иванов 1908 [2/1931 = 1970]
+
русская экспедиция 1900 г. = Кондаков 1909
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Виктор 
Григорович: 
Очерк 
путешествия по 
европейской 
Турции. Изд. 
второе. Москва 
1877.
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первое упоминание!
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Sv. Kliment’s original grave in Plaoshnik

today

Димче Коцо: Климентовиот 
манастир „Св. Пантелејмон“ и 
раскопката при „Имарет“ во 
Охрид // Книга за Климент 
Охридски, Скопје 1966, 153
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Архимандит 
Антонин 
(Капустин): Из 
Румелии.
СПб. 1886
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Антонин (Капустин) 1886, 38
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Антонин (Капустин) 1886, 38
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Антонин 
(Капустин) 
1886, таб.

first drawing!
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Антонин 
(Капустин) 
1886, таб.

paleography:  ≥ХІІІ. century
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Йорданъ Ивановъ, 
Български старини 
изъ Македония. 
София 1908.
(2/1931 = 1970)
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Н.П. Кондаков, 
Македония. 
Археологицеское 
путешествие. 
СПб. 1909.
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Кондаков 
1909, 246

first photograph
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Кондаков 
1909,247
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let’s compare
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Григорович 1877, 99

Григорович 1915

Антонин (Капустин) 
1886, 38

Ивановъ,  1908, 214
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Kempgen 2016

new textual representation (Unicode)
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new drawing

Kempgen 2016
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drawn from photograph
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let’s compare in detail
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Григорович 1877, 99
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Антонин 
(Капустин) 
1886

51



Ивановъ,  1908, 214
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Григорович 1915
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Ивановъ  1931, 40

9
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Ивановъ  1931, 40

9
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Nobody’s perfect…
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let’s make it better
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Kapustin’s drawing
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Kapustin’s drawing is a (very good) drawing,
but not a completely faithful facsimile!
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Nobody’s perfect…
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Antonin 1886 vs. Kempgen 2016
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What have we got?
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First publication: Grigorovič 1845 / 1877 (publ.)/
 2nd ed. 1915

Overview
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First publication: Grigorovič 1845 / 1877 (publ.)
First drawing:  Antonin / Kapustin 1865 / 1886 (publ.)

Overview
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First publication: Grigorovič 1845 / 1877 (publ.)
First drawing: Kapustin 1865 / 1886 (publ.)
First photograph: Kondakov 1909 (publ.)

Overview
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First publication: Grigorovič 1845 / 1877 (publ.)
First drawing: Kapustin 1865 / 1886 (publ.)
First photograph: Kondakov 1909 (publ.)
Reference: Ivanov 1908, 2nd ed. 1931, reprint 1970

Overview
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First publication: Grigorovič 1845 / 1877 (publ.)
First drawing: Kapustin 1865 / 1886 (publ.)
First photograph: Kondakov 1909 (publ.)
Reference: Ivanov 1908, 2nd ed. 1931
....
1966: Kliment 1050: 
another photo

Overview
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First publication: Grigorovič 1845 / 1877 (publ.)
First drawing: Kapustin 1865 / 1886 (publ.)
First photograph: Kondakov 1909 (publ.)
Reference: Ivanov 1908, 2nd ed. 1931, reprint 1970
....
1966: Kliment 1050: one photo
...
... (No Wiki entry, no pic on web, no mention on web)

Overview
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First publication: Grigorovič 1845 / 1877 (publ.)
First drawing: Kapustin 1865 / 1886 (publ.)
First photograph: Kondakov 1909 (publ.)
Reference: Ivanov 1908, 2nd ed. 1931, reprint 1970
....
1966: Kliment 1050: one photograph
...
... (No Wiki entry, no pic on web, no mention on web)
.... 
New publication, new photos: Kempgen 2016

Overview
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